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How does this density data compare to surveys from other beaches 
around the world?Plastic is found on many beaches worldwide making up an average of 59%The study aims to analyze the degree of interaction between sea turtles and beach pollution, as well as what types and sizes of debris that turtles may encounter on Costa de Oro and Caletas beaches Costa de Oro is a nesting

Introduction Discussion
Types of Pollution: The largest portion of macro debris for every sector on Costa de Oro was plastic debris with an average percentage of 96.75% of all macro debris The largest amount of macro debris at Caletas was also plastic
Results

Plastic is found on many beaches worldwide, making up an average of 59% of marine debris found in Colombia, 55% in Puerto Rico, 70% in Barbados, 34% in Mexico, and 51% in Mexico (do Sul, J.A.I., Costa, M.F. 2007). Costa de Oro, at 96.75%, has a much higher percent of plastic compared to these selected regions. Data from Costa de Oro and a neighboring beach, San Miguel, indicated that the most frequently observed debris classification was plastic, making up an average of 95.71% of debris on San Miguel and 96.75% of debris on Costa de Oro. The data collected at Costa de Oro was also compared with data collected this same year (2013) in Caletas. The first two most common categories of plastic and lumber are the same but the

encounter on Costa de Oro and Caletas beaches. Costa de Oro is a nesting beach with estuaries on both the northern and southern ends of the beach(Viejobueno, S., Adams, C., Arauz, R., 2011), and Playa Caletas is an isolated beach. Both Caletas and Costa deOro are mainly used as a nesting site by Olive Ridley sea turtles, which are classified as a “threatened” species. For this research, the marine debris and turtle activity surveys were used to determine to what degree turtles or hatchlings

macro debris. The largest amount of macro debris at Caletas was also plastic debris, with an average percentage of 91.56% of all macro debris. Lumber was the second most common, averaging 4.05%, and cloth/fabric was third averaging 1.75% of all debris. 
Cloth/FabricRubberMetalGlass Avg. Costa de Oro % two most common categories of plastic and lumber are the same, but the other less common categories do not line up. This similarity in plastic and lumber frequencies may be explained by their proximity on the same coastline.

How managers of ecological preservation programs can use this 
information to improve turtle nesting habitat on Costa de Oro?We observed that the high-density nesting t l t t th

or hatchlings interact with or are affected by marine debris during the study period from July 8th to August 7th 2013, the beginning of theolive ridley nesting season.
Map of Costa de Oro beach in Guanacaste, Costa Rica
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Average % of Total Plastic Macro Debris at Costa de Oro

Olive Ridley hatchling from Playa Caletas

The data for this study was collected Using the methods set forth by the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) protocol for marine debris surveys (Opfer, S., Arthur C, Lipplatt S., 2012).A standing stock survey was performed 

sector closest to the estuary at Costa de Oro had the highest trash density of all; this may be because of the pollution washed out to the ocean via this estuary. Many people in the communities of San Miguel and Costa de Oro, dump their trash in yards or places where rainwater can wash it into the estuary. Proper di l l i d d i i h i ld l d h

Materials & Methods
Density: The average density of macro debris on Costa de Oro was found to b 0 279 i / 2 d h d i f i d b i f d b
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Top: Chart comparing average debris composition between Costa de Oro and Caletas Bottom: Chart showing makeup of plastic debris at Costa de Oro Turtle eating plasticSource: volusia.org
weekly on four different 100m sectors to determine the amount and types of debris on the beach, as well as the density. Debris was categorized as large (>0.3m), macro (>2.5cm and <0.3m) or micro (<2.5cm and >0.5cm). Each category had classifications based on type of material: plastic, metal, glass, rubber, processed lumber, cloth/fabric, or other. During the fifth week of the study, an accumulation survey was performed to measure the movement and

disposal locations and education in the community could greatly reduce the amount of debris washed into the ocean. The use of biodegradable plastics may also greatly reduce the amount of plastic in the environment because they break down faster into carbon-based molecules instead of smaller 

be 0.279 pieces/m2, and the average density of micro debris was found to be 0.545 pieces/m2. The average density of large debris was found to be 0.003 pieces/m2.The average density of macro debris on Caletas was .191 pieces/m2, and the average density of micro debris was found to be .132 pieces/m2. The average density of large debris was .0038 pieces/m2.
Turtle activity: Because of the limited number of nesting events recorded during the four weeks at the beginning of the nesting season, there are too few data points to determine a correlation between trash density and turtle 

NOAA protocol for analyzing marine debris

Example of large debris on y prate of deposition of debris on the beach. All macro and large debris was recorded for all 20 transects of each sector. plastic pieces, which areless dangerous to animals.
The aim of the data analysis is to investigate a number of specific scientific questions. The questions are as follows:Wh t t d i f ll ti f d?
Research Questions Contact

activity, successful nesting, or false crawls. 
Expected: The expected accumulation survey trash amounts were calculated from our data gathered during the weekly standing stock surveys by calculating the average density by total m2. As a whole, our estimated values of accumulation survey trash amounts were higher than the actual amounts found. Viejobueno S., Adams C., Arauz R. 2012. Sea Turtle Conservation and Research in Coastal Communities on the Pacific Coast of Costa Rica Technical Report July 2011 February 2012 Pretoma
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What types and size of pollution are found?What is the average density of macro pollution?Is pollution correlated with all turtle activity, meaning all life cycles are affected?How does estimated debris density compare to the findings of the study?How does this density data compare to surveys from other beaches around the world?
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